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SAL PIXIE provides a
smarthome experience from the
moment you walk into your
home, not after becoming an I.T
expert.

GET STARTED FOR LESS THAN THE COST OF A SMARTPHONE

SAL National Pty Ltd

Head Office: 40 Biloela Street, Villawood, NSW, 2163

Offices: Victoria | Perth | Adelaide | Brisbane | Adelaide

FREE APP



Comfort
Convenience
Security
Safety
Savings (Energy)

An SAL PIXIE smart-home provides home-
owners all the benefits without all the cost and
delivers on the 5 core benefits all smart-homes
should provide.

Experience the smart-
home of the future with
the simplicity of SAL
PIXIE. 

Manual control, App
control & scheduled
control of lights, fans,
appliances and more is
delivered with SAL PIXIE

ENHANCE

YOUR

LIFESTYLE
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PIXIE fits your home's decor design
and is compatible with a wide range
of common Australian wall plates.

The SAL PIXIE product has been
designed to match current
Australian electrical wiring practices
so that electricians don’t have to
change how they would normally
wire and install lighting in homes,
saving time and money.

SIMPLE .  SMART .  HOME .  PIXIE

SDD350BT SWL350BT STS350BT

SMART

 DIMMER

SMART

 SWITCH

SMART

 TIMER

The SAL PIXIE range
of smart home
dimmers, switches,
timers and
multipurpose
controllers are both
cost effective and a
powerful smart-
home solution.



PIXIE Smart-plugs can control table
and wall lamps, appliances in
kitchens and bathrooms and charge
USB devices too.

With the ability to schedule &  group
smart-plugs together and even
create scenes - When smart-plugs
are added to homes they make
dumb things smart.

SIMPLE .  SMART .  HOME .  PIXIE

The SAL PIXIE smart-
plug  gives home
owners the ability to
add to their smart-
home to further
enhance the way
they want to live at
home.

STEP 2STEP 1
Download Plug and Control

MAKE DUMB THINGS, SMART



The SAL PIXIE and PIXIE PLUS free
apps provide home owners
complete control of their PIXIE
smart-home from 1 App, on multiple
devices - iOS and Android.

Homeowners can modify all of their
smart-home setup configurations
directly from the app without the
need to call a 3rd party to 'program'
the home.
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